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In this paper directionally contextual concepts of variational analysis, based on dual-~pace cou-
siructions similar to those in [4, 5], are introduced and studied. As an illustration of their usefulnes~, 
necessary and ft!so sufficient optimality conditions in terms of directioual subdiffeJ•ent.ials are estab-
lished, and it is shown that they can be effective in the situations where known optimality conditions 
iu tenus of uondirectiona.l Stibclifferent.ials fail. 
J<ey wo·rds: directional normals, directional subdifferentials, optimality conditions. 
Math. Snbject Ola$.~·ificJltinn: 49.)52, 49J53, 90C29. 
1 Introduction 
The tl.ppwad1 to variat,ionn.l analysis developed in [4, 5] has certain advantages in cornpa.rison witl1 other 
elaborations dtJe to its refinement (e.g., the Mordukhovich subdifferentials are of smaller size than those of 
Cla,rke [2]) and the generality (in contrast to Rockafellar and Wets [6] abo infinite-dimensional space:; are 
t.rNtted). Constructions of [4, 5] are defined directly in dual spaces a.nd, being nonconvex-valued, cannot 
be geJwra.t.ed by any tangential constructions in primal spaces. Nevertheless, primal space constructions 
play an important role in several aspects of variational analysis, especially in finite dimensions. Some 
dra.wbackt; of primal constructions can be partially improved by involving directions in dual constructions. 
We do this in the present paper introducing directional normals and directional subdifferentials based on 
dual constructions similar to those in [4, 5]. The idea of directionally contextual dual concepts is not new. 
ln Chaney [1] directionally contextual subdifferentials based on Clarke's subdifferentials are defined and 
investigated. In Ginchev and Guerraggio [3] the scheme of Chaney is extended to some abstract level and 
i::: applied to deriving various optimality conditions. However, the directional subdifferentials both in [1] 
aud [3] are related through the dual pairing to the primal notions, which are absent in the approach of [4]. 
For these reRsons, we propose here directionally dependent dual notions defined in somewhat different 
manner. Similarly to [4] we work in arbitrary Banach spaces and introduce notioi'ls in which the weak* 
convergence in the dual space plays a crucial role. Our applications concern uecessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions in some constrained optimization problems. We illustrate by a simple example that 
these conditions may work while their nondirectional counterparts fail. 
2 Directional normals 
Unless otherwi~e stated, all the spaces in question are Banach whose norms are denoted by II· II· Given 
a space X, we denote by X* its topologically dual spa.ce equipped with the weak' topology w*, and by 
(-, ·) t.lw canonical pairing. The symbol • is used everywhere to indicate relations to a dual space. In 
what. follows n is a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. · 
In thiH section, for a given element 11. E X interpreted as a direction, we introduce generalized direc-
tionally dependent llOrlllals to !1 at Xo in direction 'U .. 
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lvVayne Stat.e Universit.y, Department of Mathematics, Detroit, Michigan, USA, e-mail: boris@mat.h.wayne.edu. Re-
search of this author was partly support.ed by the US National Science Foundation under grant DMS-060384() and by 
Australian Hesearch Council under grant DP-12092508. 
First we recall the notion of contingent cone, which is defined by using of the Painleve-I<uratowski 
v,pper/ov.ter limit for a set-valued mapping F: X :::::1 Y between topological spaces X andY: 
Limsup F(:r.:) := {y E Y I 3 sequences Xk --> xo and Yk--> y with Yk E F(xk) for all kEN}. 
:IJ--+:r:o 
The 'Limsu p' is often used in the sequel for mappings F: X =l X* between a Banach space X and 
its t.opological dual space X*. For sttch settings, if not said otherwise, in the above definition of 'Limsup' 
the space X is taken with the strong/norm topology while the dual space X* with the weak* topology. 
Then we write y~, ·~ y instead of Yk --> y. Observe that the sequential Paileve-Kuratowski outer limit is 
alwayH used with respect to the weak* topology of X*. 
For n c X and Xo EX the symbol X-~ X() means that ;r.--; xu with :c En. 
Definition 2.1 (contingent cone, Definition 1.8 in (4)). Let n c X, n =/;0, with a:o EX. Then the 
.5d. 1'(:r11 , !'!) given by 
( ) . n- :r.:o T :c0 ,n :::::: Lunsup ---, t.~o+ f. 
w·ith LiJm;up taken in the norm topology of X, is called the CONTINGENT CONE to H at xo. 
For n c X, Xo EX, and a given direction v. EX\ {0} we write X~ xo if 
X--; .'Co with X En\ {xo} and X- X() U .,.,---.,.-;-llx- xoll llv.ll' 
D 0 I f!,O · 'd 'fi d ' ] h f f!\{xo} W I h c I· ror 1.1. = t 1e convergence x --> x 0 1s 1 ent11e w1t 1 t at o x --> x 0 • e a so see t at 10r an ar )ltrary 
I I ..J. 0 h f!, 'll • • I f!, CtU I . I d ]' . I I . rea num )er a 1 t e convergence x --> x 0 1s eqmva ent to x --> x 0 . n part1cu ar, ea mg w1t 1 sue 1 
convergences in the case of u =I 0, we can confine our consideration to the unit sphere tt E § := { x E X I 
ll:t:ll = 1}. 
Definition 2.2 (generalized normals, Definition 1.1 in [4]). Let n c X, n =/;0, and Xo EX. 
(i) Given r:: 2: 0, define the SET OF E.'-NORMALS tor! at Xo E !1 by 
N~ ( ,...,) { • v• I . (x*, ;J: - xo) . } e xo,H := x E J~ hmsup II"-. II ~E.' . 
o .1. xo 
:r.--;:vu 
ft' :1:0 1/:. n, we pnt Ne(xo,D) := 0 for all r:: 2: 0. The set N(:~.:0 ,D) := Nn(xo,!l) is called the PRENOR-
lv!AL/FRI~CHET NORMAL CONE tor! at :co. 
(ii) We call x* a BASIC/LIMITING NORMAL to !1 at Xo if there are sequences F::k --> o+, Xk E, xo, and 
:r.:i, ·~ :l:" satisfying xt, E Ne. (x~,, D) for all k E N. The collection of such normals 
N(xo, n) := Limsup Ne(x, n) 
:ci!xo, €-1'0+ 
is the J'v10RDUI<HOVICH (BASIC, LIMITING) NORMAL CONE to !1 at Xo. 
Our first new concept is as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (directional normals). Let n c X, n =I 0, Xo E X, and u E X. Then x* is a basic 
l . ,..., f I o+ 0 '" d * w• * I noTma. in directzon v. to "' at xo i t tere is a sequence c:k --+ , Xk -> xo, an xA, --> x suet that 
:rX; E Ne,.(:~:.,,D) .for all kEN. The collection of such normals 
N(xo,D,u) :=;: Limsup N 10 (x,!l) 
:r.{~,~r; 0 , e---sO+ 
is the BASIC NORlV!AL CONE IN DIRECTION ·a to 0 at :co. 
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For ·u E 1'(:1;0 , D) \ {0} we have the following properties: 
111 • N(;co,n,v.) c N(.To,D,O) c N(3:o,fl) and Ne(xo,n,v.) c Ne(:r:o,n,o) c Nc(:ro,n). 
2°. N(:co,n,v) is a cone. 
~{0 . N(:~:o,D,o:u) = N(xo,D,·u) fcrro: > 0. 
4° 0 N(xo, n, v.) is invariant with respect to equivalent nomJ.s . 
. 5°. 1fdirnX < oo then N(:-c0 ,n,v) is closed. 
Due to 3° we can restrict our consideration of N(x0 , n, u), v. f= 0, only to v. E §. The following result, 
whose proof is omitted, is a. complement to 1°. 
Theorem 2.4 (the union of the directional normal cones). Let n c X, n t= 0, X() E X, and 
n E X. Then we have the inclusion 
U{N(xo,D,v.) I u E T(xo;n) n§} c N(x0 ,r2,0), (2.1) 
where equ.al·iiy holds when X is finite-dimensionaL Since N ( xo, n, u) = 0 far u ~ T( Xo, n)' the union in 
(2.1) can be taken with respect to 11. E §. 
3 Directional subdifferentials 
In thill section, on the ba.o;is of the directionally dependent normals, we introduce directionally dependent 
subdifferentials for funetions with values in the extended real line rp: X -> iR := ~ U { -oo} U { +oo}. 
For such a. function we consider its domain dom rp := { x E X I lrp(x)l < oo} and its epigraph epi rp := 
{ (.1;, 1') E X x ~ ! 1· ? rp( :z:)}. We denote by rp' ( x0 ) the Fnkhet derivative of rp at :r0 when the latter exists. 
Definition 3.1 (directional subdifferentials). Consider a function rp: X -> iR and a point x0 with 
I'P(:ro)l < oo. Let vEX. Then we say that: 
(i) The set 
Ourp(xo) := {x* EX* I (x*,-1) E Limsup Ne((x,<p(x)),epirp)} 
X >s;l :co 1 .('--!'()+ 
anrl its elements are respectively the (BASIC) SUBDIFFERENTJAL and BASIC SUBGRADJENTS of rp at x0 in 
DIRECTION 11 .. 
(ii) The sd 
D~rp(.To) := {x* EX* I (x*,O) E Limsup Ne((x,;p(x)),epi;p)} 
:1:X_:.;t:r.o, £-tO+ 
and its elements are respectively the SINGULAR SUBDIFFERENTIAL and SINGULAR SUBGRADIENTS of rp at 
xo in DIRECTION v .. 
X • 
Thus x:• E EJ,rp(xo) means that there are sequences <:h,---) o+, x., •__:.;• x 0 , and (x;;,zk) ·~ (x*. -1) with 
(:c;:, zd E N,1_ ((xh,, rp(:r:k)), epi <p). The latter convergence is equivalent to 
Similar observations can be made for D.~<p(x0 ). 
Recall that the corresponding (nondirectional) Mordukhovich basic subdifferential EJrp(xo) and singular 
su.bdifferentinl 000 rp(xo) are defined as follows (Definition 1.77 in [4]): 
EJ;p(xo) := {x* EX* I (x*,-1) E N((xu,rp(xo)),epi;p)}, 
800 rp(x0 ) := {x* EX* I (x*,O) E N((xo,rp(xo)),epi;p)}. 
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In [4] the reader can find other subdifferential constructions, such as the upper subdifferentials or E-
nuhdifferentia.ls, which also admit directional variants. 
Recall further that a function <p: X ----> 'i is said to be strictly differentiable at x0 if there exists 
:r* E X*, the strict derivative r.p'(x0) of r.p at x0, such that for every E > 0 there is 8 > 0 satisfying 
l(:r:*, h)- (r.p(:r: +h)- r.p(x))l:::; ellhll for all llx- xoll :::; 8 and llhll:::; 8. 
Theorem 3. 2 (directional subdifferentials of strictly differentiable functions). Let r.p: X ----> iR 
be stTictly differentiable at :co, and let v. EX\ {0}. Then we have 811 tp(xo) = {r.p'(xo)}. 
Proof. Take a sequence E~, ----> o+. Then there is a sequence 8k ----> o+ such that 
(r.p'(xo), h)- (r.p(x +h)- r.p(a:)):::; Ek llhll 
for ll:r:- :roll :::; 8~, and llhll :::; 8~,. In particular, this is true for x = Xk := xo + 8ku. Then it implies that 
(r.p'(xo),-1) E N,k((xk,tp(xk)),epir.p) and that Xk ·~' a:o. Putting xj; = r.p'(xo) ·~ r.p1(:J;o), we conclude 
that r.p'(:ro) E EJ."r.p(xo). 
If further x* E X* \ { r.p' (xo)}, then there is t > 0 and h E X\ {0} such that t llhll :::; (x* - r.p'(xo), h). 
Thus for t > 0 we get the relationships 
(x*, th)- (r.p(x + th)- r.p(x)) ~ ttllhll + (r.p'(xo), th)- (r.p(x + th)- r.p(x) = (t + a(t)) tllhll, 
where a(t)----> 0 as (t,x)----> (O+,x0 ). This shows that 
(x*,-1) f{_ N,((x,r.p(x)),epir.p) 
when 0 < E < t and X is sufficiently close to Xo. Hence x* 1- a,r.p(xo), which justifies that 8ur.p(xo) reduces 
to the singleton { r.p'(x0 )}. D 
Theorem 3.3 (subdifferential sum rule). Let functions r.p, 'if;: X----> R be finite at xo EX, let r.p be 
strictly #fferentiable at xo, and let v. E X \ { 0}. Then we have the equality 
8/L(r.p + '1/;)(xo) = a.ILr.p(xo) + a.,,lj;(Xo). (3.1) 
Pmof. Take x* E On( <p + 7/1 )(xo) and find by definition sequences Ek ----> o+, Xk JS:• x0 and x'£ ~ x* with 
(:ct, -1) E N" ((x~,, r.p(.ck) + '1/;(xk)), epi( <p +'if;)). The latter inclusion can be written as 
(x~, h) - ( r.p(xk +h) - r.p(xk)) - ( '1/;(xk +h) - '1/;(xh,)) :::; EA, llhll 
for all h E X sufficiently small by norm. We can rewrite this inequality in the form 
(xk- r.p'(xo), h)- ('1/;(xk +h)- '1/;(xk)):::; Ek llhll + (r.p(xk +h)- r.p(xk))- (r.p'(xo), h). 
Take further a sequence tv ----> o+. It follows from the strict differentiability of r.p that for any v there are 
k,, and 8 > 0 such that 
(r.p(x~, +h)- r.p(xk))- (r.p'(xo), h):::; tvllhll 
whenever k ~ k11 and llhll :::; 8. The latter implies that 
(x't- r.p'(xo), h)- ('1/;(xA,v +h)- 'lf;(x.,J):::; (Ek +tv) llhll 
when llhll is sufficiently small. This yields in turn that 
x't- r.p'(xo) E N"'•v+"J(xkv,'lj;(xkJ),epi'I/J). 
Since :r;;,- r.p'(xo) ~ x*- r.p'(xo), we get x*- r.p'(xo) E 8,,7/J(xo). Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 gives us that 
8nr.p{:ro) = {r.p'(:r:o)}, and therefore 
x* = tp'(xo) + (x*- r.p'(xo)) E 8ur.p(xo) + 8,.7/J(xo), 
which proves the inclusion "c" in (3.1 ). Applying this inclusion to 7/1 = -<p + ( r.p + '1/;), we get 
8,.'1f;(:ro) C 8u(-r.p)(xo) + 8,(r.p + '1/;)(xo) = -r.p'(xo) + 8"(<p + 'lj;)(xo), 
which ensures the converse inclusion ":::>" in (3.1) and thus completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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4 Optin1ality conditions 
This section concerns applications of the directional subdifferentials introduced in the previous section to 
necessary as well as sufficient optimality conditions for problems of constrained optimization. It will be 
illustrated that the new conditions can be effective in cases when known optimality conditions in terms 
of nondirectional subdifferentials fail. For simplicity we confine ourselves to considering the following 
finite-dimensional problem with inequality constraints: 
minimize f(x) subject to 9.i(x)::; 0, j = 1, .. . p, {4.1) 
where f: X --; ~ and g = {91, ... , g1,): X --; ~P with X = ~n. 
The next theorem provides necessary optimality conditions in terms of the {nondirectional) Mor-
dukhovich basic subdifferential of the Lagrangian. 
Theorem 4.1 (particular case of Theorem 5.19 (ii) in [5]). Let x 0 be a local minimizer of problem 
( 4.1) with X = ~n. Assume that f: X --; ~ is strictly differentiable at xo and that g = (91, ... , gl') : X ---> 
~~· is locally Lipschitzian near xo. Then there exist multipliers A 2: 0 and 11- = (~J-1, ... , /1-p) 2: 0 such that 
(p., g(:r0 )) = 0 and that 
0 E AJ'(xo) +a( t /-L.i9.i) (xo). (4.2) 
To prove in what follows optimality conditions in terms of directional subdifferentials, we need some 
prerequisites. Endowing X = ~n with the Euclidean norm yields that X* = X and that the canonical 
pairing (-, ·) is the standard scalar product in X. Fix xo EX and u E §,and then denote V := {v E §I 
(v, v.) = 0}. Each point x E X admits a decomposition x = xo + xuv· + x 11 v, where Xu= (x- xo, u) E ~' 
.T., = (.T- .To, v) E ~' and v E V. In the sequel the notation x..,, xv, and v are used in this sense. 
The next lemma plays a key role in the proofs of the main results of this section on necessary and 
sufficient optimality conditions for the problem ( 4.1) under consideration. 
Lemma 4.2 (mean values inequalities). Let VJ: D ---> ~ be Lipschitz continuous on the dom.ain 
D := {x E ~n I 0::; x,::; a, 0::; Xv::; ,6x11 } VJith fixed vectors u, v E §. Fixed further numbers a, ,6 > 0, 
c E ~ and suppose that 
(VJ'(x),v.)::; c (resp. (VJ'(x),u) 2: c) 
a. e. (almost eveTywheTe with Tespect to the n-dirnensional Lebesgue measure An). Then we have 
VJ(xo + tu)- VJ(xo)::; ct (resp. VJ(Xo +tv.)- VJ(xo) 2: ct) for all 0::; t::; a. 
Proof. For definiteness, consider only the case ':_:;' of the lemma. In the following chain of inequalities 
to recast the integrals, we use the transformation xuv· = x,.ii., xvv = x..,x.vv, where u = ii and v, v E 
F. The Jacobi determinant of this transformation is easily calculated by D(x,.u,x,v)/D(x..,ii.,xvv) = 
.1:',;- 1 . Denoting by An-1(lffin-1l the. volume of the (n- 1)-dimensional unit balllffin-1, we know that 
An-1(lB71 _1) = 1T(n- 1)12 jf("2 1 + 1). Let L 2: 0 be a Lipschitz of VJ on D. The classical Rademacher 
theorem yields that VJ is differentiable a.e. on B(xo, r) and that VJ'(x) is integrable. Fix t E (0, a], 
'Y E (O,,Bt,ja] and consider the set Dt,"f := {x EX I 0::; x..,::; t, 0::; Xv::; 1x.,.} CD. The we get 
= r r~-1dA,(x)2j n1-1(VJ'(xn+x..,u+xvv),u)dA1(x.,.u)XAn-1(xvv) 
.J Dt.,-r :Z:u D,.,"f :L-u 
= { t (VJ' (xo + x.,.ii. + x..,xvv), v.) dA1 (xuu) dAn-1 (xvii) 
J[o,"/)V fo 
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- { t xv(cp1(xo+x,u+x,.x.uv),v)d)q(x,.u)d.An-1(xvii) 
J[o,-y]V Jo 
:;::: f ( cp(xo + tii+ txvii) - cp(xo)) d>-n-1 (xvv) - f t 1L d.A1 (x,u) d>-n-dxvv) 
J]o,-y]V J[o,-r]\1 Jo 
= (cp(xo + tu. + txvv)- cp(xo))ln-1 An-1(En-1)- Lt1n An-1(En-1) 
with some 0 :S x, :S 1 and v E V. The last equality is due to the classical integral mean value 
theorem. Dividing by I"-1.An_ 1(Jan-1) and passing to the limit as 1-> o+ allow us to conclude that 
ct:;::: cp(x0 + tu)- cp(xo), which completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
In Theorem 4.4 below we obtain necessary optimality conditions for (4.1) in terms of directionally 
dependent subdifferentials. Its proof requires extending the notion of directional subdifferentials from 
:,;calar functions to vector mappings. 
Definition 4.3 (directional subdifferentials for vector mappings). Let cp = (cp1, ... , cpm): X ----> 
~'"' be o. vector mapping, and let xo E ~m. Given u. E X, define 8, cp( xo) as the set of x* = (xi, ... , x;n.) 
+ X,'IL * w* * with X: E X* for i = 1, ... , m such that there are sequences Ek -> 0 , Xk _, xo, and xk,i -> xi for 
i = 1, ... , m satisfying 
\"llle obviously have the inclusion 
(4.3) 
which is generally strict due to the fact that the sequence Xk ''S" x 0 in Definition 4.3 is common for all 
the components of cp but not for the right-hand side of (4.3). However, for cp1 being strictly differentiable 
at :r0 we easily get from Definition 4.3 and Theorem 3.2 that ( 4.3) holds as equality. 
Theorem 4.4 (necessary optimality conditions for constrained problems with Lipschitzian 
data). Let xo be a local minimizer of problem (4.1) with X = ~n, where f: X -> ~ and g = 
(g1 , ... , g1,) : X _, ~11 are locally Lipschitzian near xo. Then for all u E § there exist multipliers A :;::: 0 
and fl.= (f1.1, ... , f-lp) :;::: 0, depending on u and not all zero, such that (fl., g(xo)) = 0 and 
p 
(8,.(>-!+ I>j9j)(x0 ), u) n ~+:f. 0. (4.4) 
j=1 
Proof. Let f and gj, j = 1, ... ,p, be Lipschitz continuous with constant Lon the ball B(xo,r). Denote 
J(a:o) := {j I 9.i(xo) = 0} and assume without loss of generality that 7' < LminUI(xo)(-gj(xo)), which 
ensures that 9.i(xo) < 0 for all j ~ J(xo) and all x E B(x0 , r). We claim that 
((y*,z*),u) rJ_ -int(~+ x T(-g(xo),~~)) (4.5) 
for some (y*,z*) E 8u(f,g)(x0 ), where the contingent cone T(-g(x0),~~) is represented by 
with T(-g.i(xo),~+) =~+if gj(xo) = 0 and T(-gj(xo),~) =~if 9j(xo) < 0. Assuming that the claim 
is not true, we get by the closedness of the set 8..,(!, g)(x0 ) that there exists co > 0 such that 
(8,(f,g)(xo),u) C (-oo,-co]. (4.6) 
This implies that for 0 < £ < co there are a > 0 and (3 > 0 such that D := { x E X I 0 :S x,. :S a, 0 :<::; 
:z:.,,::; (Jx."} c B(x0 ,r). Let us show that for all xED where f'(x) and gj(x), j E I(xo), exist we have 
max (U'(x),u), max (gj(x),u))::; -E. 
JEl(,;o) 
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A~smning the contrary, find a sequence Xk :Su xo such that 
liminf max ((f'(xk),u), max (gj(xk),u)) :2:0 
ho . )El(xo) 
(4.7) 
and get, by passing to the limit, that (f'(xk), g'(x.,)) --> (y*, z*) and hence (y*, z*) E 8uCf, g)(:ro). Thus 
(4.7) implies that max((y*,u.),maxiEI("'o)(z*,u.)) :2:0, which contradicts (4.6). 
Define next a Lip~chitz continuous function t.(x) := max(f(x)- j(xo), maxjEI(":o) 91 (x)) and denote 
by A c D the set where all the derivatives f'(x), gj(x) for j E I(xo), and t.'(x) exist. It follows from 
the Rademacher theorem that An(D \A)= 0 and from the proof above that 
(t.'(x),u.) =max((f'(x),u), max (gj(x),u)):::; -E: 
.iEJ(":o) 
for nil :c E A. Applying now Lemma 4.2 gives us the estimate 
t.(xo + tu.) - t.(xo) :::; -E:t for all 0 :::; t :::; a. 
The latter inequality implies on one hand that 9.i(x0 + tu.) :::; -E:t, j E I(xo), meaning that xo +t.v. is 
feasible, and on the other hand that f(x 0 + tu.) - f(x0 ) :::; -E:t meaning that xo is not a local minimizer 
of problem 4.1. This contradiction justifies the claim. 
Thus we have a pair (y*,z*) E 8u(f,g)(x0 ) satisfying (4.5). Applying then the classical separation 
theorem to ( 4.5) gives us the existence of real numbers ).., J.li for j E I (x0 ), and "Y such that 
>-.(y*,u)+ L J.lj(zj,u)2"Y, 
.iEI(xu) 
)..y + L J.l.izj:::; "'( for all y, Zj E -~+· 
jE/(wo) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Putting y = 0 and Zj = 0 for j E I(xo) in (4.9), we get "Y :2: 0 and).. :2: "Y/Y for ally< 0, and hence).. :2: 0. 
Fix further .7 E I(x0 ) and put y = 0 and Zj = 0 for j E I(x0 ) \ {J} in (4.9), which gives us J.l.r :2: "'f/z.r 
whenever z.7 E -~+;thus J.lJ :2: 0. With no loss of generality we put "Y = 0 in (4.8) and (4.9). Observing 
finally that inequality ( 4.8) can be rewritten in the form 
1' 
()..y* + L J.l.izj, v.) :2: 0, 
:i=l 
we complete the proof of the theorem. 0 
Corollary 4.5 (necessary conditions for the case of smooth costs). In the setting of Theorem 4.4, 
suppose that f: X --> ~ is strictly differentiable at xo. Then for all u E § there exist multipliers ).. :2: 0 
and ft = (J.l1, ... ,J.l71 ) :2: 0, depending on u. and not all zero, such that (J.t,g(xo)) = 0 and that 
(4.10) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 condition (4.4) reduces to (4.10). 0 
Let us describe a situation when our new necessary optimality conditions efficiently work while the 
known ones from Theorem 4.1 fail. Consider a constrained problem of type ( 4.1) given by 
minimize j(x) subject to g(x) := -lxl:::; 0, (4.11) 
where f: ~ --> ~ is an arbitrary cost function. Let xo = 0 be a local minimizer of f, which is also a local 
minimizer for problem (4.1). Assume that f is strictly differentiable at x 0 = 0. Since 8g(x0 ) = {-1, 1} 
for the rviordukhovich subdifferential, the necessary conditions from Theorem 4.1 reduces to the inclusion 
0 E )..j'(xo) + ft{ -1, 1} with some flo :2: 0, 
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which obviously holds for any cost function f under consideration with A = 1 and fl = lf'(xo)l. Thus 
in this example Theorem 4.1 is completely ineffective; by the latter we mean that there is no function .f 
for which it works. Namely, for an arbitrary function f for which x 0 is not a local minimizer we cannot 
recognize this on the basic of Theorem 4.1. 
To apply the new condition from Corollary 4.5 to problem (4.11), observe that 8ug(xo) = -1 for 
v. = 1 and that 8..,g(xo) = 1 for v. = -1. Thus condition (4.10) of the corollary implies that 
.A+f'(xo)- fl+ 2:0 and .A_f'(xo) + fl- 2:0 (4.12) 
with suitable numbers .A+ 2: 0 and fl+ 2: 0, not both zero, and ,A_ 2: 0 and fl- 2: 0, not both zero as well. 
The first inequality in (4.12) gives us .A+ > 0 and thus f'(x 0 ) 2: 0 while the second inequality ensures that 
,A_ > 0 and thus f'(xo) :::; 0. Combining the two cases together implies the usual stationary condition 
f'(.1:0) = 0, which is the right result for (4.11). 
Finally in this paper, we present sufficient optimality conditions in terms of directional subdifferentia.ls 
for an isolated minimizer of order one x0 in problem (4.1) defined is follows: there is a neighborhood U 
of .1:o and a constant "f > 0 such that f(x)- f(xo) 2: 'YIIx- xoll for all feasible points x E U. 
Theorem 4.6 (sufficient conditions for constrained problems). Let xo be a .feasible solution of 
problem ( 4.1) with X = R", and let f : X --t R and g = (91, ... , g1,) : X --t JRP be Lipschitz continuous 
near :c0 . Suppose that for all v. E § there are multipliers A > 0 and fl = (f.ll, ... , p 11 ) 2: 0 such that 
(f.t,g(:rn)) = 0 and that 
1' 
(8..,(.AJ + L:>.i9:i)(xo), v.) C intR+ . 
. i=l 
Then x0 is an isolated minimizer of order one for problem ( 4.1). 
We omit the proof of this theorem, which is also based on Lemma 4.2. 
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